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The Vaculift Media Recovery system is a simple yet effective means of recovering reusable abrasive, within a shot blasting 
environment, utilizing compressed air.

Used by a wide range of companies worldwide, from blue-chip organizations to aerospace manufacturers, the Vaculift is a high-
quality, labor-saving system that is ideal for environments that carry out a moderate amount of shot blasting, but which don’t 
require a sweeping floor system or bucket elevator system.

Compressed air is applied to the foot assembly, housed within a small media hopper that sits at ground level in the booth. As the 
operator manually sweeps abrasive into the hopper, the air stream collects the media and conveys it upwards though a circular pipe 
until it reaches the top box housing. Here the media is deflected via a curved baffle plate and falls back into the blast pot.
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Twin Blast Machine and Vaculift installation.
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Media is recovered when swept into the Vaculift mini hopper.
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The Vaculift is available as a standalone unit that is ideal for 
those who’d like to create their own structure for a blasting 
area, for example within a factory environment. Alternatively, 
the Vaculift is also available built into a booth for a complete 
blasting solution.

As an air-driven system, the Vaculift requires ventilation, which 
can be provided via our standalone dust extractor or by tapping 
into an existing ventilation system. The standalone extractor, the 
Airblast Sirocco, collects dust at the head of the Vaculift, drawing 
it through ducting and depositing it into the filter system.

The Airblast Sirocco is capable of filtering up to 300cfm. After 
blasting, the filter is cleaned using a manual shaker, following 
which residue can be removed via a quick-release drawer. 
Despite its versatile size (the Airblast Sirocco measures just 
24”x30”x 36”) this extractor has a variety of filter material 
options, making it useful for a range of extraction scenarios.

WHY AIRBLAST AFC?
We’re one of the leading global voices in the design, 

manufacture and installation of industrial surface 

preparation and finishing products and facilities.
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CALL (800) 331-7744
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Products and services

Blast rooms

Abrasive blast cabinets

Portable blast systems

Blast accessories

Lighting systems

Dust recovery 

equipment

Paint spray booths

Personal Protective 

Equipment

Design and build

Servicing

Training

Sample processing

Contact us

For further information on how our products and services could benefit your company, 

please contact us by any of the means below.
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A typical Vaculift installed in a containerized blast booth.


